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ABSTRACT

There is crisis of availability of PPE and proper facemasks to get protected while operating patients irrespective of Corona virus infection in OT in our place during present time in March-April 2020. So necessity is mother of invention. I devised a method of indigenously creating face mask shield for OT purpose to tide over the crisis period till proper PPE kit and better shield masks are available to us as frontline COVID19 warriors in OT. It seems to be good indigenous method to cross over the present crisis of proper PPE for facial masks. It gives the wearer a welcome sense of security. It feels like I am behind a shield and that in itself can be reassuring to be protected from direct onslaught of Coronavirus.
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1. Introduction

Current WHO recommendations emphasize the importance of rational and appropriate use of all PPE, not only masks, which requires correct and rigorous behavior from health care workers, particularly in doing OT procedures. However in this peak time of COVID19 pandemic there is short supply of even proper PPE and even surgical masks. We had faced this here in Varanasi in this month of March-April 2020. So necessity is mother of invention. I devised a method of creating indigenous face mask shield for OT purpose to tide over the crisis period till proper PPE kit and better shield masks are available to us as frontline COVID19 warriors in OT. It seems to be good indigenous method to cross over the present crisis. It gives the wearer a welcome sense of security. It feels like I am behind a shield and that in itself can be reassuring to be protected from direct onslaught of coronavirus.

2. Materials

Materials are the following
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1. I prefer using any N-95 filtration with proper face fitting mask preferably with silver coating to further kill the viruses. If not then go for less efficient three layered surgical mask.
2. Transparent plastic A4 size color painting OHP sheets available in any book store
3. Punching hole appliance to punch hole on either side of plastic sheet in the middle of breath side about 1 to 2 cm inside for tying the string.
4. Two strings for tying purpose
5. Sanitizer to sanitize the sheet before using in OT

3. Methods

First two holes are punched about 1 to 2 cm inside at either side on middle of breath side of the transparent A4 size OHP plastic sheet(Figures 3 and 4). Two strings are tied individually on each hole(Figure 3). Then it is either sanitized with sanitizer or can be washed with soap water as desired by surgeon. During OT procedure the N-95 mask is worn and we get ensured about its proper fitting on nose and mouth over face(Figure 2). Then this transparent sheet is worn infront over the mask and is tied
with the help of fastened strings behind the head. It covers eyes, nose and mouth. Surgeon is now doubly protected from direct onslaught of virus droplets while operating the patient (Figure 1).

Fig. 1: In OT with face mask shield

Fig. 2: N95 Mask

4. Discussion

There has been lot of confusion about the use of surgical three layered or N-95 silver coated filter masks for OT purpose during operation of patients in current COVID19 time irrespective of infection or not. There is no cure for the infection as of present. So the golden rule of prevention of oneself specially in OT with proper PPE or with at least using proper mask is a must.\textsuperscript{1,2}

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the beta-corona virus category. It has round or elliptic and often pleomorphic form, and a diameter of approximately 60–140 nm. These viruses can be effectively inactivated by lipid solvents including ether (75%), ethanol, chlorine-containing disinfectant, peroxycacetic acid, etc. It is being established that virus not only spread by droplets but also by aerosol created specially during intubating and extubating of endotracheal tubes in OT room while treating the surgical patient. Respiratory droplets sprayed during activities such as coughing or speaking, range from about 0.1 micron to few hundred microns. For comparison the average human hair has a diameter of about 75 microns. Droplets larger than 10 microns tend to get produced during coughing, sneezing or speaking loudly and can carry larger number of viruses. It has been also said that during forceful coughing the spread distance can go up to twenty four feet. They tend to get lodged in the upper part of respiratory tract. Aerosols contain droplets of smaller than 10 microns and can float in the air and travel deep into the respiratory passages of person standing nearby. Usually the droplets don’t go beyond six feet. Airborne transmission is different from droplet transmission as it refers to presence of viruses with in droplet nuclei less than five micron in diameter which can remain in air for long time even for three to four hours and can be transmitted to distance greater than six feet. It is more common in OT procedures like endotracheal intubation, bronchoscopy, open suctioning, administration of nebulized treatment, and manual ventilation before intubation, turning patient to prone position, disconnecting the patient from ventilator, tracheostomy, noninvasive positive pressure
ventilation and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. We have to consider it as airborne transmission irrespective of any body’s denial unless proved otherwise.\(^3\) Till then erring on side of every patient as suspicous COVID19 and arming ourselves with protecting tools is the best preventive measure.\(^1\)

The three layered surgical mask is not so good because its use in stopping 0.02 to 1 micron is only 70 to 80 percent but N -95 mask gives more than 99 percent results.\(^4\)–\(^6\) The cotton cloth mask in OT is useless which cannot stop this virus entry. However N-95 mask scores over surgical three layered mask in terms of close facial fit and efficient filtration of airborne particles. If this mask is coated with silver it gives further impetus to kill microbes and viruses. It blocks more than 95 percent of 0.3 micron particles but does not completely eliminate the risk of illness or death. So the need of transparent plastic or glass sheet as a further shield to cover the whole of face over the mask give lot of advantage in preventing infection through mouth, nose and conjunctiva of eyes.\(^5\),\(^6\) Snugly fitting eye glass forming a protective shield around eyes, if required can be worn behind the transparent plastic shield sheet. This further prevents aerosols from entering under or around the goggles.

Most of surgeons like us in this part of our country are facing acute shortage of supply of PPE and even the three layered surgical OT masks during these months of March-April 2020. Most of the world’s face masks are made in China and Taiwan which themselves are unable to meet their own country demand in this period of COVID19 infection. So necessity is mother of invention. I devised a method of creating indigenously using mask with transparent plastic face mask shield for OT purpose to tide over the crisis period till proper PPE kit and better shield masks are available to us as frontline COVID19 warriors in OT (Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4).

5. Results and Conclusions
It seems to be good indigenous method to cross over the present crisis of proper PPE for facial masks. While COVID-19 has been suggested to have a lower case fatality rate (2.5%) than SARS (9.6%), MERS (34.4%), or H1N1 (17.4%), the extent of spread means that the death toll is significant. Frontline healthcare workers are at high risk of becoming infected, and are also at risk of spreading infection.
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